meiisurenieiils. The IR rpevtrzt lor a particular spplied field show the percentage chnnge in reflection o l l R light due to the application of the magnetic field :is n function of wavelength. The magnetorefractive effect (MRE) has beer used for the first time tn ineasure the magnetotransport properties of synthetic spin valves. A direct cnrrelation ktween tlie MRE and GMR is observed leading the way to nowcontm GMR iiieawretnents in synthetic spin valves. The magnetorefractive effect (MRE) is the variation of the refractive index o f a material due to a change in its conductivity when it magnetic field is applied 111. Transport properties depend mainly on the intraband transitions of the conduction electrons. which dominate the dielectric prnpnies in the infrared (IR) spectral region. Therefore 1R transmiszion/reflection spectroscopy can provide a direct tool for probing the spin dependent conductiviticr ih GMR materials. The MRE has previously been used to study granular GMR materials such as CoAg 121. The sputtered synthetic spin valve samples studied consisted o l a pinned layer of an antiferromagnetically coupled CoFe/Ru/CoFe trilayer in direct contilct with a layer of the antiferromagnet PtMn. The pinned layer is separated from the free CoFeINiFe bilayer by a layer nf Cu. Two variations o f this rtru~ture were studied: a top spin valve (TSV) with the pinned layer at the top ofthe stack and a hottoin pin vdve (BSV) with the pinned layer at the h l t o i n of the stack. The santples were magnetically characterized using n VSM and dc magnetotransport measurements were made using a lour-point probe iii a maximum applied magnetic field of t9 kOe ( Figure I The MRE spcctra for hoth BSV and TSV show a hrwally similar shspe ID those ohserved ill CoAg granular GMR films in that there i s a broad positive peak in the MRE lullvwed by a crossover into a negative reflection region at higher wavelengths. This i s consistent with magnetically induced modification o l the scattering of Drude like free electrons. The cross-over occurs at much longer w:ivelengths in the synthetic spin valves. typically 15 pm compared to 10 pm in the CoAg. Thic is attrihuted to tlie different spin independent resistivities in the twn types o f !miwrid. The other sjgnific;mt fcarure is the presence n f the sharp positive and negative excursions iiround Xpm. This is likely to be due to :I magneticilly driven shill in interband transitions in tr;insport through the spin wive. Close iixpection or the MRE curves reveals that they follow the m i i e asymmetric hehavior in iui applied field. The rapid switching of tlie free layer at -70 Oe is observed a\ a suddcn change in hoth the electrical resistance and thc 1R reflection. The slow magnetic reversal of the syntlietic antiferro~iregnet is ohsewed as thc smoother variation with field of both the GMR and MRE. The direct currelatiun bcrween the MRE and the GMR is emphasized in figure 1 in which the magnitude of the MRE at a wavelength oi IOpnt is plotted with the electricid GMR. Titi, high degree o l correlarion is 1R reflection spectroscopy on synthetic spin valves lias demonstrated that this technique is suitahlc for high resolution non-contact mciisurements of GMR with the ability to dctcct electric conductivity variation< under an applied magnetic field with n precision as small its I Oe.
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